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A HINT OF SUMMER

And I keep looking back at the sky,
like it will 
reassure me,
or just give me an answer,
or maybe a smile. 
 
But it’s the same:
a smear of  colors sitting on the familiar horizon. 
Sitting so gently that I wonder if  it could 
just slip away behind the layers of  purple trees. 
The wind is warm with a hint of  night, 
and I wonder if  the breeze 
is trying to give me the answer
the sky is withholding. 
 
And the windows of  my home are lit,
bright orange floods the view behind me. 
It’s warm and inviting, but, for some reason,
the euthanasia clinic from Soylent Green 
comes to mind. 
Of  course, it’s nothing like that; 
my home is one of  my only refuges now. 
I won’t feel this way when I step inside. 
 
But I’d rather stand here, 
bare feet pressing into the warm concrete, 
flooded with the sunlight of  the day.
And if  I press long enough,
I’ll feel the warmth the earth does. 
It gives me a hint of  summer, 
of  singing Elton John in the street, 
or water guns on the Fourth of  July. 
 
That time will come soon enough,
and I can forget this 
undeniable urge to find answers in 
the sky, 
the clouds, 
the ground. 
Or maybe I’ll always be asking them. 
   Ellie Aslanian

Following page: Tallulah Anders
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Following page: Ava Busby

SHE SEES HERSELF

She sees
two eyes,
two arms and two hands,
two legs and two feet.
Scars and bruises,
freckles and flaws.
A girl that is now grown,
or somewhat.
She goes through her everyday life
without thinking twice about what she is doing.
Distracted by school, sports, family, friends, and social media.
Day to day, as normal as any other.
Years eventually pass by more quickly than days.

She sees
she’s grown up without noticing.
Years full of  experience 
and learning about the do’s and don’ts of  the world.
As she travels through the past,
she realizes her childhood is over,
but her soul remains the same.

She sees
a heart full of  love and kindness, but torn and tired.
A combination of  both her younger and her present selves.
Although the future she’s living isn’t what it seemed to be,
she is growing into an adult,
the woman her younger self  praised.

She sees 
the world is changing,
herself  along with it.
She sees herself
entering this great, big world,
blind and scared,
with no expectation of  what is to come.
Two eyes,
two arms and two hands,
two legs and two feet.
She sees herself,
her eyes staring back into themselves through the dirty mirror,
the young woman she’d been waiting to meet.
            Gabi Vega
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Zoey Pratt

Waiting for a call,
listening for a voice,
looking for the answer.
Is it my fault?
What did I do?
Too late to say goodbye.

I’m here today,
dealing with the pain,
the weight on my chest,
my mind racing,
still wanting an answer.
Wanting to feel something.
I miss you.
Too late to say goodbye.
  Dylan Rodriguez

TOO LATE TO SAY GOODBYE

I woke up early morning
feeling cold as the weather.
I dreamt a dream
about a loved one
gone too soon.
Too late to say goodbye.

A cold sweat,
a lingering fear,
one not long ago
of  a person I loved
not seen again.
Too late to say goodbye.

A new environment,
a strange place
full of  nightmares,
full of  tears.
Will I pull through?
Too late to say goodbye.

Hadn’t spoken in months,
never uttered a word.
Lasting, torturous silence,
two worlds colliding,
Which do I cling to?
Too late to say goodbye.
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Mazzy Jones

TEN HOURS OF PEACE

Sleeping is silence,
is rather quiet, as we say.
We shut our eyes,
say goodnight,
and rest for the new day.
Eight pm to five am,
well rested and reassured.
With a new dawn,
comes a new day for us to settle
and find our way.
Gracious:
yes.
Indeed, we are.
Sleep now, my love.
You have made it thus far.
             Gamine Bartolucci
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The beautiful knives of  the sea,
each turquoise and fuschia dagger
a haven for the life below the surf,

will cut me up,
and I’ll bleed out,

a beating red beacon
for the sharks.

I seek a halocline,
somewhere tucked
 in the deep caves

away from the currents.
A beautiful marriage of  two worlds

where I feel familiar.
That overwhelming feeling of  drowning

deserts me,
and I can float and feel ecstasy.

  Carrie Steil

UNDERWATER CAVES OF 
ILLUSIONS

I am caught up in a current,
and I want to swim out to the sea,

but I am held up,
being pushed ashore
among the lashes of  

millions of  microscopic whips.

I am beyond knowing 
which way the wind is blowing.

I am so far under,
the water has come up 

and over my head.
I’ve learned to just 
swim farther down,

close to the ocean floor,
where the current can’t whip me up.

Lying low,
so as not to be swept out to the reef.

Loren Maher
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I AM CHEERFUL AND CREATIVE

I am cheerful and creative.
I wonder what life would be like without our phones.
I hear the dolphins sing.
I see life beyond technology.

I want to be famous.
I pretend I’m famous and British.
I feel warm sand on my toes.
I worry about colleges.
I cry from sadness.
I am cheerful and creative.

I understand people’s feelings.
I say work pays off.

I dream of  being on Broadway.
I try my hardest in drama.

I hope my dreams come true.
I am cheerful and creative.

  April Shaw

Daphne Steele
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SECLUDED

There it stood,
undisputed.

Secluded from the real world.

Tall and broad in stature.
Seen so much, but it cannot speak.
A redwood cannot share its secrets.

Unlike its modern rival of  concrete,
it does not take,

it provides.
It does not scar the land, 

it graces it.

Apart from the lonesome stretch of  asphalt
winding through the grove,

the redwood knows no civilization.
And no civilization knows the redwood.

It creaks.
Coastal wind rolls through the valley

like waves crashing down on a stream.
It stands unconcerned,

and few powers can topple it;
its roots are sewn into the earth.

If  society as a whole was less educated,
these beings might be considered gods.

A redwood is simple,
It fulfills its duty unwaveringly,

manifesting a forest,
standing fast against all.

People now are so distracted,
indefinitely entranced in seeking purpose.

 Jesse Cole

Preceding page: Sebastian Rodriguez, top; Marylu Aviña, bottom
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SURREAL CEREAL

Morning snack? 
Midday snack? 

After meals
always steals 
my appetite. 

Apple Jacks.
I take a bite, say 
Cheerio to milk.

Up to five, there’s a spill.

2 crunches, 
2 pebbles, 
2 puffs, 

plenty of  Os. 

Start my morning with a bowl.
No stoner. 

My friends come in boxes. 
No loner.

 
My favorite spoon. 

Easy to clean, 
easier to serve. 

Why is my bowl so weird to you
when I offer to share? 

You can share a granola bar, 
but I can’t offer Cap‘n Crunch? 

Why does my stomach ask for more after my fourth? 
Is my tongue overpowering my appetite? 

Check the text, and you’ll find 
the sins of  men from cinnamon.  

No one controls my life, however.
I find myself  following the Cap’n.

I’ll take cereal for any meal,
and I’m not cappin.’

 Sam Smiley 

Following page: Marylu Aviña
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We face the team across the net
with courage and ambition.

We wear our floor burns like prizes.
Set it up to spike it down.

Dig it, then repeat it.
We strike to beat the other team,
and make them fear our name.

  Ashtyn Taylor

LOVE FOR THE GAME 

My head is pounding.
I can’t see straight.

Give it everything you’ve got,
don’t just play the game.

Skill and heart and desire to win
aren’t things that you can fake.

Following page: Mazzy Jones

       Efren Pelayo
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THE FABRIC OF TIME 

Girl, individual -
existing solo,
waiting to be
surrounded by people.

Friends, partners -
to be lost
and to come again.
The circle.

Life, magic - 
one and the same.
A collage.
Art of  composition.

Ideas, prophecy - 
the past is the future.
Reverse timeline.
A tear 
in the fabric of  space.

Melting, freezing -
opposites attract,
contrasting alikeness.
The evolution of  life.

Gravity, floating -
no senses,
just space, time.
Soaring perpetually.

Moving, changing -
clones made of  time

moving together 
with a frozen background.

People, humans -
living together,

fighting together,
dying together.

War, peace.

Peculiar conflict
for no reason.
Human nature.

Division, addition - 
binded together.

Disappearing differences.
No uniqueness.

Race, identity - 
Nonexistent. 

No individuality.

Opposites, similarities - 
soon to be.
Ultimately,

everything becomes
one and the same.
Human, animal,
no difference.

In a million years,
what will life be like?

 Ella White

Preceding page: Tallulah Anders
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I AM STRONG AND KIND

I am strong and kind.
I wonder what the future will bring.
I hear the light breathing of  his ghost over the phone.
I see his shoes stacked with ours in the hallway.
I want it to never happen again.
I am strong and kind.

I pretend I am brave.
I feel the saddle on the feathered back of  a pegasus.
I touch the edge of  the world.
I worry that he won’t come home.
I cry for my old life.
I am strong and kind.

I understand why he had to go.
I say that it will all be fine.
I dream that tomorrow will be better.
I try to not show what’s underneath.
I hope it will all turn out well.
I am strong and kind.
  Bella Castle

Lucy Carpy
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Zoey Pratt

NAIVE

You said it and I believed you,
but it probably wasn’t true. 

You were naive once as well. 
Weren’t you? 

Overly trusted turned into 
overly less than. 
Losing hope and
 the ability to feel.

It does not matter anymore. 
That was the final warning;

the door slammed.
                  Gamine Bartolucci
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TREE OF LIFE AND DEATH 

What else is present
but the thicket of  intrusive thoughts plaguing my brain?

Phrases.
Pictures whose rootstock and trunk are rotten

and dead,
and dry,

but whose roots won’t give way,
that are bound to my mind,

every connected neuron.

There are no leaves,
no flowers, 

no green or gold, or anything pretty,
only old rings that once held life

and memory, but now,
only sadness and death remain.

And the once-grand redwood
now cracking in a spiral fracture from its core.

The branches that once bent with the wind
now snap in the breeze,

and mold in the rain.

Above the earth, everything is dead,
but the roots stay put,

and they infect my mind
and plague my thoughts.

And as the tree dies,
so might I.

 Carrie Steil

Following page: Carrie Steil
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I kept my phone back at the house.
I wanted to be alone,
without being distracted.
Away from the urge to take a picture,
or to check the time.
I needed space.

I wandered off.
I ended up on the hillside,
one of  my favorite places
to think,
to be alone. 

The dry trees swayed
all around me,
blowing in the wind.
Dead leaves were falling.
I could see cows in the distance,
grazing on what was left
after this long fall.

A swirl of  wind came through,
blowing dust.
Creating a mini tornado
leading to a cloud of  thick dust.
I really hated it,
the dust.

Following page Sophie Muessel

ALONE WITH THE DUST

Marilyn Wilms

I closed my eyes.
I imagined it was raining,
the creek flowing rapidly in the distance,
water droplets becoming puddles
once they hit the ground.

I reopened them,
my eyes.
The dust was back.
The leaves continued to fall. 
It never really went away.

I was so tired,
tired of  this
dusty fall.
I craved rain,
but it still hasn’t come. 
  Marilyn Wilms
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OLLIE AND THE TREE

Pain.
You see it in his eyes.
A steer,
standing there alone.

Wind carries leaves from a nearby tree.
Dry,
colorless, 
lifeless.

He stands there, 
observant of  the world around him,
not by choice,
but by the force of  his destiny.

Same daily routine:
breakfast in the morning,
dinner in the evening.
Peace and solitude 
may be a blessing for most,
but for him, solely a curse.

He notices 
he might not be alone after all.
A tree stands no more then a few
feet away,
branches hanging low,
ready to snap.

The trunk encompasses the truth:
hard work,
growth, and expansion.

The resemblance is shocking.
40 days vs. 40 years.
But he still can’t help but think,
“How can I have all I need,
and feel so empty?”
  Stefhany Rios

Marilyn Wilms
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MI NIÑEZ

¿Cómo se sintió no preocuparse nunca?
¿Cómo se sintió ser tan libre?

¿Cómo se sintió estar emocionada de crécer para ser una adulta?
¿Esta orgulloso de mi?

 
En el pasado,

cuando yo era una niña
me sentía mas tranquila y feliz

con cada movimiento y momento.
 

Mire me ahora,
abandonada, sola, triste,

como una niña sin familia,
como si me estuviera ahogando,

como una casa vacía.
 

Extraño las viejas libertades y pensamientos viejos
de mi infancia

Ahora, yo estoy sola,
Tuve secretos, y estoy en silencio,

pero yo estoy satisfecha.
 

Aceptación,
pero yo la extraño.

           Annie Bower
 

Zoey Pratt Paige Cabral
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Sophie Muessel

Following page: Ryan Searl

FREE

I should feel lonely, but I feel free.
Free to be the person I want to be.

No masks, no obligations.
I don’t have to listen to the noise that consumes me.

I reflect, I slow down, trying to dream 
of  what life may be.

I lie outside, the sun on my face.
The warmth pierces my skin like a silver blade.

With the trees blowing in the wind,
I don’t worry,.

I am me, I am free.
  Daphne Steele
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SIENTO QUE PERDÍ A UNA HERMANA
 

Mi mejor amiga se fue,
reemplazada por una chica que se siente obligada a ser amable.

 
Hay un muro entre nosotras,

y no puedo romperlo.
 

Te extraño,
pero nunca seremos las mismas.

Te amo,
pero sobre todo amo a quien podías ser.

 
¿Me extrañas?

¿Todavia te preocupas por mi?
¿Alguna vez volverá a ser lo mismo?

 
Probablemente no.

 
Solo me siento sola,

a pesar de que estás a mi lado.
 

perdí tus risas,
perdí tu amistad
perdí tu amor,

te perdí.
           Carter Dahline

Macy KibbishPreceding page: Zoey Pratt
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ART

People are beautiful,
each being made up of  a million different 

thoughts,
memories,

experiences,
ideas, and stories.

The outside is just as complex,
but harder to see.

If  you look a little harder, 
a little closer, 

a person will unravel in front of  you
into countless freckles and hairs and pigments, 

until they’re deconstructed.

Look at a person while they’re reading.
Eyes focused, 
brain spinning,

breathing calmed.

You could fall in love with someone this way,
very quickly.

In the sunlight, it’s too much
to bear.

A slight breeze, and I’m taken away 
to some ethereal place.

But I like it more, knowing that I’m actually at a table,
in a very real place on Earth.

Because the art in front of  me is so real I could
lean over and touch it.

Sunlight hits their hair.
That’s what I notice first.

In fact, it’s hard to drag my eyes away.

I’m staring, sorry.

But it’s funny, no one notices my 
oddly long glances, 

so I can’t help but continue my observations.

Following page: Silvia Seyve
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I stare too long in museums.
My parents get tired,
go sit on the benches,

wait for me to stop 
staring

at one piece I find incredibly intriguing.
Or two.

Or thirty-seven.

I’m like this now, 
perplexed and feeling slightly honored and in awe

that a work of  art
can sit in front me, 

and, even more ridiculously,
not know that it’s a work of  art.

See, I don’t mean fall in love 
in its traditional fashion.

I’m not attracted to the person.
I maybe don’t even find them attractive,

or want to date them.

No, I find a great amount of  comfort now, 
after years of  

“Do you have a boyfriend?” and
“Who do you have a crush on?”

in knowing that 
every human can feel the same emotions I do,

and that 
I can appreciate others for their beauty

without being confined in a
certain type of  relationship with them.

Back to the table.
I am the only one not reading,

feeling like the only person above water
in a glass ocean.

I let myself  stare,
watching the slight waft of  curls,

lit through by the warm sun.
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I’m not here, I can’t be.
I’m on a beach, in a hammock.

No, I’m in Venice, on a gondola.

I stare at the others.
No one notices my odd behavior.

How is that possible?

I relish my time alone with the others,
feeling some earthy connection between us,

reading under the oranges and reds
as the blue breezes give me a slight chill,

quickly overtaken by the warm sun.

The golden hair is killing me.
I don’t even understand how humans

could possibly have
hair made out of  the most impossibly golden strands.

Others are done reading, but 
the one with the golden curls stares down at the page,

and I feel like I should be 
painting the scene before me.
                                     Ellie Aslanian

Ava Busby Following Page: Zoey Pratt
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¡QUÉ FALTA TU ME HACES!

Fui demasiado tarde a verte.
Cuando llegué, tu ya estabas en un sueño profundo.

Dolió verte en este estado, vi el esfuerzo que te tomo para abrir tus ojos a verme,
la última vez que me vistes con lágrimas en la cara.

Compré flores para hacerte un arreglo, el ultimo regalo que te podía dar.
También hice flores para la tumba de mi abuelo.

Yo no sabia que al final sería para los dos.
Fueron Margaritas como tu nombre, unas blancas hermosas.

Tu partida se sintió como el temblor que sacudió la casa.
Llovió mucho cuando falleciste, pero el día de tu funeral el cielo estaba claro.

¿Porque?
La risa que llenaba la casa ya no se escuchaba.

Yo decidí que en el tiempo que hiba estar con ellos,
me aseguraría que todos pudieran reír una vez más.

En ese tiempo, les pude dar un poco de felicidad y darles compania,
pero yo estaba sola y triste.

Sin tus abrazos y ternura dandome apoyo, me sentía sola.
Que falta tu me haces,

Abuela mia.
             Edyyt Mauricio

Liam Gilson Following page: Valeria Heredia
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SCARLET-HUED SNOW
(Found poem after a 1920s article on gang violence)

 
Men propped against the brick wall,

like animals
shot down in their tracks.

Before a police alarm could be given,
attackers leaped into their machines

and sped away.
A liquor headquarters

wrecked as if  a tornado had struck.
Bodies strewn,

scarlet-hued snow of  the alley.
  Emma Kellogg

Kaitlyn Bay
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THE CANVAS (LINDBERGH)
(Found poem from a news article 

on Lindy’s solo crossing of the Atlantic)

A canvas of  blue over and over again
between this ocean and these wings and the sky.

It’s that trusting drag of  wind,
as well as the drag of  that New York-minute since my last goodbye.

 
It’s only me, in this canvas of  blue,

within hundreds of  miles.
I’ve got the #1 flight crew:

riding with Wooster, Davier, Isaroff, Sikorsky, and Davis.
Blue will shift to light

as we paint through Paris.
  Sebastian Sainato

 Crystal Rodriguez
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YELLOW

It’s the warmth that beams down from the sun.
It’s the fuzziness of  a newborn chick.
It’s the grainy particles at a sandy beach.
It’s the tangy zest of  a lemon.
It’s the beauty in a field of  daffodils.
It’s the color of  happiness.
  Dani Salling

Sophia Trujillo
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THE WRONG PEG

Tommy Tomato got his new toy, and he wants to play.
Every day Tommy Tomato plays with his shapes toy.

He doesn’t understand how things work.
Tommy Tomato loves to play because he is a boy.

He won’t stop forcing the wrong block.
We watch him hold the blue triangle;

he is stuck.
The red circle is within his reach.
He needs to try something else.

He bangs the triangle into the circle but has no luck.
We can see his anger from his head to his toes.

He wants his triangle to fit,
but it is stubborn.

The answer is sometimes 
right under our noses.

 Kaylee Moura

Jesus Garcia
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WASHINGTON, AUGUST 26th, 8 am
(Found poem after a 1920s news article

 about the 19th Amendment)
 

Colby gives the last signature needed.
He signs the law giving women the vote.

By the time he reaches his office,
the 19th Amendment is born.

No ceremonies, no parties.
All quiet.

 Jahaira Sanchez

Sophia Baillargeon Stanfield 
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THE GREATEST OF ALL TIME
(Found poem after a
1920s news article on the Red Sox
selling Babe Ruth to the Yankees)

I knew he was the one,
with power like his,
who could obtain the sum
to endeavor the managers.
Frazze sold Ruth to New York,
and Ruth sent the Yanks back to the pennant.
Baseball fans were not surprised,
he was truly the greatest of  all time.
  Londyn Taylor

Sarah Fader
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Valeria Heredia

DEATH ISN’T BAD
(after Emily Dickinson)

Death isn’t bad, some say. 
Yet who has heard of  this -

or even yet seen this so-called death?

What about those laughs?
The smiles caused by blood?

All gone - in an instant -
So is this loss worth the death?

 Araceli Aviña
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A BIRD’S WISHES

I’ve longed for the moon
and the stars
and, yet, as much as I reach,
the farther they get.
My soul will not rest
until it is one with the flames,
my wings soaring high
to the depths of  beyond.
I’ve only ever longed for freedom.
To feel the wind in my hair.
My feathers ruffled by clouds alone.
No worries from down below.
And, yet, here I lie,
chained to the earth
by the confines of  reality.
Far from my cynefin.
 Megan Schweiger

Thaina Macias
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Zoey PrattPreceding pages: Audie Novak; Sophie Muessel; 
Dani Salling; DulceVallerga
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¡QUÉ FALTA TU ME HACES!

La niñez es como tener muchas
Opciones de comida, pero no poder

Escoger, escuchar las risas de los demas,
Sonreír y no estresarte, se siente
Como cuando hay aire y te pega

En la cara y te da una
Sensación calmante.

Huele a golocinas y felicidad. Es triste
Perder este sentimiento al

Crecer. ¿Por qué crecemos?
                Diana Sosa

Zoey Pratt
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WHERE I’M FROM

I’m from the hearts of  the people I love,
my blue wheelchair pushing them along, 

a typewriter to write their souls.
I’m from the books my parents read, 

a babe of  law and philosophy,
my smile the same as my parents’ grins.

And yet I’m also from the blood my mother lost,
days of  life forever intertwined with death.
I’m from the faces of  cats who stared at me 

with morbid curiosity,
and the way their fur felt on my hands.

I’m from an older brother who wanted 
a Suzie and got a Holden,
but liked me just the same.

I’m from fireplace doors and a wall of  books, 
from pancakes with a dash of  vanilla.
I’m from the things I used to lie on, 

chairs and chests mostly.

I’m from the squawks of  chickens, 
the hops of  rabbits, 

and the squeaks of  guinea pigs.
From the farm in my backyard.
I’m from the swing there, too, 

bright blue like the sky,
and from the playground that went along with it.

Memories are fallible, though, 
vignettes of  a time long gone.

And while I look at the pictures 
and the stories 

that go with them,
I see another person smiling in black and white, 

with a face that just happens to resemble my own,
and a heart that beats just the same.

  Holden Smith
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Sophie Muessel
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IT NEVER CEASES TO AMAZE ME

It never ceases to amaze me,
how the sun just slowly rises above this mountain,
adding brightness to this beautiful valley every morning.
It makes me grateful for my life here.

It never ceases to amaze me,
as I drive down the mountain,
how I’m surrounded by healthy green trees
and vineyards that stretch for miles.

It never ceases to amaze me,
as I watch the trees sway in the wind,
I feel like I’m home.

It never ceases to amaze me,
watching the herd of  deer race up the hill.
I appreciate the life around me.
It never ceases to amaze me.
  Jackson Dena

Following page: Valeria HerediaBella Castle
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Paulina Bautista

WAITING TO BE A SOLDIER
 
I am waiting to be a soldier.
I wonder why we die.
I hear ringing in the night.
I see wars we need to fight.
I want respect and honor.
I am waiting to be a soldier.
 
I pretend to be a soldier fighting for freedom.
I feel motivated to win.
I touch my weights in patience.
I worry about forgetting my passions.
I cry for those unknown.
I am waiting to be a soldier.
 
I understand the hardships of  war.
I say we need to stay as one.
I dream of  honor and respect.
I try to prove myself  to myself.
I hope I honor those fallen.
I am waiting to be a soldier.
 Weston Granthem
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THE RECKONING

Arm in arm we stand,
together upon the ground,

shield wall formation,
never making a sound.

 
The sun is our reveille,

crows are our spies.
Swear never to capitulate;
instead would rather die

 
Battle dress is cloaks of  green,

we have the ear of  God,
protection from the scourge of  war,
never weakened, a fearless facade.

 
Years and years of  servitude, 

defending on the field,
a band of  brotherhood old and young,

plant the sword they wield. 
 

We give our lives for the cause,
allowing our vines to bleed.

The kings who conspire 
try to hide their greed.

Daphne Steele

Cynthia Medrano
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LATE AGAIN

The sound of  my heavy footsteps
against the rough pavement.
My heart beating against my chest.
Late again.
Phone always in hand.
 
Check the time:
1:00 pm.
Late again.
Arriving during rush hour.
 
A black and white-striped apron
around my waist.
Mandatory, like a prisoner.
Like a skirt, it flows with my fast pace.
Time to clock in.
 
1:10 pm
An hour and 10 minutes late.
Phone finally put away,
out of  sight.
Time to wash dishes.
 
Scalding hot water soaks through my thin gloves.
The metal pan, half  my size, thrown beside me,
ready to rinse,
the burn grease unwilling to leave.
My fingers ache from the tedious routine.
 
“Jaenna! Up front!”
Off  to the cash register I go.
Currency passes hand to hand,
100s, 50s, 20s, 10s, 5s, 1s.
I dislike it when they pay in pure coins.

Four hours in,
finally, my 30-minute break.
Normally, I’d opt for my phone over a decent snack for energy.
But instead, I decide to leave behind my choice of  distraction, my phone.

Jaenna Hernandez
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I take a water bottle and fruit for lunch.
A dirty metal table with tall chairs,

a personal favorite among my coworkers.
A cold, gray chair, my comfort for now.

The sky, a grayish color, settles my mood 
to that of  boredom.
The wind is subtle,

 but cold enough to make me shiver.
For the first time,

 I can pay attention to my surroundings.
An oak tree beside me 

provides shade and protection 
against the uncertain weather.

 
The massive line of  customers 

yearning for their meals,
some in search of  seats.

My co-workers in a panic 
over the rush hour’s harsh demands.

In and out of  the kitchen,
every time with a new item we’ve run out of.

The sounds of  chatter and laughter fill the air.
Without a way to track time, 

I worry I use too much break time.
To be fair, I’m late enough. 

Five extra minutes won’t hurt.
 

For the first time, I can say I fully enjoyed my break.
Normally, I feel rushed and it flies by in seconds.

Today, I was able to see 
that around me a busy world existed.

A world that is lived differently by everyone in it.

It is easy to distinguish the different emotions 
being felt by people around me.

A time to reflect and allow my mind to go into a state of  peace.
A soothing feeling,

one I wish to not leave.
“Jaenna!” my irritated manager howls.

 
A harsh awakening to reality.

I attach my prison clothes 
and prepare for my hell.

                                                             Jaenna Hernandez

Colleen Jeske
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I panic as the light grows dim.
Darkness envelopes me again.
I watch and wait for hours,
waiting as time ticks by.
Mine eyes close for a final time,
as I hark the fox whimper mine name.

The man was dead, suffocated 
and unsinew’d.
Oh, how mine soul weeps.
Looks like I’ll hast to find a new friend.
Oh, how horrible this one’s end.
 Micah Diaz

Following page: Claudia Rojas Zoey Pratt

THE SPIRIT ANIMAL
(after Edgar Allen Poe)

I walked out at night to see,
Only darkness greeted me.
Naught but the sound of  silence
And glowing light to be.

The darkness surrounds me,
Cold and uncaring.
Inside, monsters are hiding.
Hurt and enchafed. I see
The monsters that are hiding.
I close mine eyes, shut and tight,
Yet ope and see to mine delight,
A bawbling fairy, a nymph of  sorts
Shining brightly i’ the dark,
Curiously, I course it
And many more course,
So many lit the way,
Making me calm, so to say.

I join to a clearing and i’ the middle
I see a well, beaten and mellow.
I walk to it and look inside.
I see a fox sleeping i‘ the moonlight.

The fox wakes up 
and jumps with joy,
flying upwards, toward the welkin.
I panic and run, the fox follows,
yelling “Don’t run!
“I’m a nice fellow!”
I run into a cave and cower,
The smell of  the dirt sour.
The fox stops and then retreats,
As mud falls into the cave entrance.
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I AM 14 AND IFFY

I am 14 and iffy.
I wonder about a world of  peace.

I hear the laughs, loud and bold, bursting through wide miles.
I see my people drifting through the streets

like a summertime breeze.

I pretend I’m in my euphoria.
I feel the fiery mood splashing around like rain.

I touch the millions of  marbled thoughts swirling in my brain.
I worry I am letting my pastels fade.

I cry for reassurance from the crowd around me.
I am 14 and iffy.

I understand I will be above it soon.
I say I’m on my way.

 I dream of  shoulders lighter than a white feather.
I try, but I am busy making yours lighter.

I hope I grow up to be who I aspire to be.
But then again, 

I am just 14.
 Remi Basile

Daphne SteelePreceding pages: Emmet Bowen, Valeria Heredia
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A BULLET IS SILENT

A bullet is silent.
Yet the pull of  the trigger 

with a whip of  the hammer against the primer is not.
It breaks a sound barrier.

The bullet that flies can take a person’s life.
It is an unforgiven sin to kill a man,

but in war it is considered a win.

On the battlefront,
the war rages with death and pain,

and when you die, it is no longer a game.
You sit above and watch in vain.

You think the scene is putrid, and should not be real.
It is insane.

From the first moment of  the war,
you are tired, aching, and sore.

Could this be your last moment?
A mortar makes a boom,

and your mind suddenly breaks.
You are put in a petrified state of  dark gloom -

fight or flight -
but you cannot find the light.

It is amazing what noise can do.
It is almost like the fear you feel 
when bullets are breaking you.

Gamine Bartolucci

Preceding page: Zoey Pratt
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Bella Castle
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Sophia Baillargeon Stanfield

WHO I AM

Who I am is 
an internal question
that becomes more confusing with each day, 
hour, and minute that passes by.

I find that I do my best thinking
and decision making
without having myself  fully engaged.
Letting my thoughts ponder
upon themselves,
one after another,
leading me to a path.
A path filled with memories and stories.
I have come to realize 
that the further I walk down this path,
the closer I get to knowing
who I am.
             Amelie Parr
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VIEWFINDER

My mind goes black.
I can’t remember where I was last.

The cameras on the shelves almost feel lost themselves.
I’m trying to think, but my eyes just blink.

I imagine what life would be like 
 if the cameras could only speak.

Blacks and whites, darks and lights.
Bright colors that shine, almost resemble my mother’s eyes.
My heart skips a beat when I see my art finally complete.

                                                         Daphne Steele

Mazzy Jones

Preceding page: Sophie Muessel
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I AM AN EMOTIONAL AND ANXIOUS GIRL

I am an emotional and anxious girl.
I wonder if  you feel pain when you die.

I hear those I love cheering me on.
I see that people are hurt, even if  they try hiding it.

I want people to live without the fear of  not seeing tomorrow.
I am an emotional and anxious girl.

 
I pretend that my problems don’t exist.

I feel the need to make others happy, even if  I am not.
I touch the hands of  those I have lost.

 I worry about the world my children will call home.
I cry at the thought of  letting people down.

I am an emotional and anxious girl.
 

I understand all good things come to an end.
I say to myself, “It’s okay. You’ll get through this.”

I dream of  a world with no problems.
I try to laugh my problems away.
I hope I make my family proud.

I am an emotional and anxious girl.
                        Jessica Vega Zepeda

Sarah Fader
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I AM A GAMER, AND I GAME

I wonder if  I can reach level 1,000?
I hear gunshots.
I see “BloodThursty.”
I want a controller.
I am a gamer, and I game.

I pretend to be bad.
I feel EPIC.
I touch the X-Box.
I worry I will not get the scorestreak.
I cry for the death of  my teammate.
I am a gamer, and I game.

I understand I will win.
I say, “I’ll carry you.”
I dream of  losing.
I try on COD.
I hope to not lose.
I am a gamer, and I game.
  Gino Hanna

Following page: Fernando DiazErik Martinez
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AMAZON

A lightning shock,
a roll of  thunder,

a monkey’s screech,
a macaw’s calling.

Clouded in drops,
drip, drip, drop,
drip, drip, drop.

A branch cracking,
a leopard purring,

a prey avoiding predators,
a lizard in its den.

Clouded in drops,
drip, drip, drop,
drip, drip, drop.

A leaf ’s final stand,
a dance through the air,

a flit and a float,
a leaf ’s final stand.

Clouded in drops,
drip, drip, drop,
drip, drip, drop.

A silence,
a death,

tree gone forever,
a river of  blood.

Clouded in drops,
drip, drip, drop,
drip, drip, drop.

                        Megan Schweiger

Preceding page: Dulce Vallerga Paulina Bautista
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BUTTERFLY PENDANT

A butterfly,
a deep, powerful symbol
 of  hope,
  life,
        grace.

I wear a butterfly pendant
strung across my neck.
What was once great-grandmother’s
is now an object for me
 to hold,
            to love.

As a child, 
I laughed and played,
catching butterflies throughout the day.
As I grew, butterflies no longer flew free,
but beat their wings
feverishly and futilely
in my stomach,
refusing to leave.

What once held so much innocence, 
so much hope,
now holds  
 uncertainty
  and fear.

My anxiety has taken over
 the butterfly’s beauty.
 The sharp edges
dig into my hand 
as I grip it in moments of  fear and anxiety.
I wear the small necklace
around my neck every day to remind me
that there is still beauty in butterflies.
There is still hope.

The pendant will outlive me.
Its meaning will live on forever.

The feelings of  
 safety
the feelings of  
 security
the feeling of  
 serenity.
 Larkin Dewyer

Preceding pages: Colleen Jeske, Olivia Ronayne Silvia Seyve
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MARGARITO’S UNBELIEVABLY
SEXY POEM

Out of  the corner 
of  my lifeless eyes,
I spot a house.
Not just any house; 
there is something about this house
that I can’t quite put my finger on. 
A plethora of  palm trees surrounds the premises
of  this velvet-red house. 
Trees of  all calibers.
The shingled house stands erect 
in the middle of  an isolated landscape, 
looking like a scene out of  an I-Spy book, 
like the ones I used to gaze at 
back in preschool, not so long ago.
Those were better times, 
simpler times to be precise. 
This wooden house holds 
the same kind of  simplicity as 
my childhood:
simple and expansive.
The eccentric who lives in that house 
stares down upon the mindless masses 
with their library cards and their cars 
from the excessive comfort of  his abode.
He smiles like a lizard, 
the bottom row of  teeth can’t be seen 
when he “smiles.” 
Wearing his corduroy khaki suit 
with his satin white shirt 
and dark forest-green tie,
he rubs his tinted-brown boat shoes 
across the dark orange floor 
that collects dirt as efficiently as 
a street sweeper.
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The ancient creep 
could be retired, 
or he inherited 
a grand sum of  money.
Or maybe he committed 
home invasion 
and is simply sitting 
and contemplating 
his decades-long 
crime spree.
Whatever the case might be,
the old creep strokes 
his hoary hair, 
analyzing the exterior world. 
He does not judge, 
he merely observes.
Just like me. 
He sits and thinks,
and not much else. 
He just sits and thinks. 
 Margarito Delgadillo

Paulina Bautista
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I AM DARING AND BRAVE

I am daring and brave.
I wonder who was the first person to milk a cow.

I hear the rain in the middle of  the night hitting my window.
I see the pictures on my wall of  my best friend and me.

I want to live my life before it’s too late.
I am daring and brave.

 
I pretend to be a YouTuber.

I feel the clouds.
I touch the poster in my room of  my favorite band.

I worry about my best friend’s future.
I cry, knowing I might never see him again.

I am daring and brave.
 

I understand he did some things wrong.
I say people deserve second chances.

I dream that I can teleport to anywhere in the world.
I try not to be sad about him.

I hope I see him again.
I am daring and brave.

 Dulce Velazquez

Next Page: Valeria Heredia
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LEANING AGAINST THE TREE 
 

Splattered with sap,
all taken apart,

leaning against the tree.
 

Once something that brought so much joy,
sits ignored and unused.

 
The blue is faded,
the bolts rusted,

silver no longer shines,
bearings are shot,
crank is seized,

parts are missing,
interest is lost.

 
A ‘99 YZ80,

that one day will scream down a trail,
but not anytime soon.

 
Perhaps if  I took the time out of  my day,

put down my phone,
and worked on this bike,

it would be restored to its former excellence.
 

Until that day,
the bike will stay

unnoticed and untouched.
     Sebastian Verbera

Ava Busby
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IN THE VALLEY
 
I come from a town of  green,
of  dirt trails winding like snakes
through the hills and mountain peaks.
I can see the valleys and the creeks.
 
Down the hill,
is a city of  suburbs and small stores,
where chain restaurants are the minority,
and students roam the streets,
searching for a place to meet.
 
People come from all around
to taste the alcohol.  
They have found
wine to rival Paris itself !
And the smell of  grapes on the shelf.
And even if  it burns to the ground,
it is still our hometown.
 William Wesner

Lucy Carpy
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I AM A GIRL WHO DREAMS AND LOVES VOLLEYBALL
 

I am a girl who dreams and loves volleyball.
I wonder how many stars there are in the sky.
I hear the sharp cry of  a bird over the silent hills.
I see the orange and red leaves just barely holding onto the trees.
I want to hit the volleyball in a perfect arcing serve.
I am a girl who dreams and loves volleyball.
 
I pretend to be flying through the crystal blue sky.
I feel sadness over the state of  our planet.
I touch the dark side of  the moon.
I worry about messing up in front of  everyone.
I cry when I realize the world is cruel and beautiful at the same time.
I am a girl who dreams and loves volleyball.
 
I understand that people are sad.
I say they can find happiness.
I dream of  the sweetness of  ice cream on a hot day.
I try to be graceful as I twirl through the wind.
I hope the world will be peaceful some day.
I am a girl who dreams and loves volleyball.
    Ella White

Preceding page: Audie Novak Ella White
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Erik Martinez

I AM A CURIOUS BOY WITH A TWISTED MIND

I am a curious boy with a twisted mind.
I wonder what the future has in store.
I hear the grief-wracked roar of  a dying dragon.
I see the dragon’s chest slowly stop moving.
I want to share my stories with the world.
I am a curious kid with a twisted mind.

I pretend to be happy even if  I’m not.
I feel sad because the world is full of  rot.
I touch the stars that float so high in the sky.
I worry about when the time comes to say goodbye.
I cry when I think about the peace we’ll never find.
I am a curious kid with a twisted mind.

I understand how the world suffers today.
I ask how we can keep the end at bay.
I dream of  a world with peace and no war.
I try to make that world a reality.
I hope for a time when there is no suffering.
I am a curious kid with a twisted mind.

I am a curious kid with a twisted mind.
    Karl Gabriel
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MY WAY OF MAKING THE WORLD A BETTER PLACE

I try to be the sun 
on a cloudy day, 

brightening people’s lives,  
making flowers grow,

bringing out the best in everything,
making the world a better place.

I try to be the rain
on a winter afternoon,

giving hope to those who are dead,
letting them grow,

 and become something great,
saving them before they go,

making the world a better place.

I try to be the rainbow
on a rainy day,

making people realize
the beauty of  nature.

Coloring the sky
with love and hope,

making the world a better place.

I try to be the cake
on a child’s birthday,
making them taste

the sweetness of  life,
letting them laugh and play with friends,

giving them a wish 
they hope will come true,

making the world a better place.

I try to be a good friend,
always there when things go wrong,

giving words of  encouragement,
making them feel loved and safe,

protecting them from evil,
making the world a better place.
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Mary Lamborn

I try to be the ice in a cold drink,
letting people enjoy their life,

cooling off  from the heat,
refreshing and relaxing their mind,
making the world a better place.

I try to be a tree, 
giving shade and fruit.

A place to stop and relax
and enjoy what nature gives us,
making the world a better place.

I try to be the water
that puts out a fire, 

saving things before they disappear
in burning flames.

Saving lives 
that don’t understand the meaning of  life.  

Reviving what was once lost,
making the world a better place.

  Mabel Wilms
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In Memoriam Emma Fife

Daphne Steele
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